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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2014

February 2014

May 2-4, 2014
2014
Spring
Convention

FEBRUARY
17

Rehearsal

24

Rehearsal

See you there!

MARCH
3

Rehearsal

10

Rehearsal

13

Board Meeting

17

Rehearsal

24

Rehearsal

31

Rehearsal

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/

APRIL
7

Rehearsal

10

Board Meeting

14

Rehearsal

21

Rehearsal

28

Rehearsal

And Beyond...
May 2-4

Sunshine District Spring Convention

May 31

Encore ‘14 Annual Show

Jun 29-Jul 6

BHS International Convention

Oct 10-11

Sunshine District Fall Convention

Oct 18-26

British Barbershop Bash

Dec 6		

Mariner Church Performance

Dec 7		

Sun City Center Performance

Dec 14		

Christmas Show @ USF Concert Hall

2015 - Mar/Apr - The Villages of Citrus Hills, Hernando

June 29, 2014 - July 6, 2014
Call for more information
800-595-4849
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A number of guys stepped up and learned their parts and
were ready to sing in their first quartet ever. Predicting a need for more quartets than required for
Singing Valentines sold, some didn’t get their first experience as we hoped. We’ll plan on that for next year but
hope that the fun of quartet singing might encourage them to try singing tags or pole cats with three other guys
before chapter meetings, at break, or after rehearsal.
We sold 75 Singing Valentines, one third of which were delivered by phone. Deliveries were spread out over three
days. Although the only way we officially accepted payment was by credit card through PayPal, we did have one
cash payment and two by check. We did two complimentary SVs. One was on Fox 13 TV and the other was more
than an SV. It was Steve Cragg’s quartet doing the national anthem and the “Armed Forces Medley” at a ceremony
at the VA Hospital on Valentine’s Day. All the rest of the official SVs were paid. This does not include impromptu
performances that quartets did spontaneously.
Our structure was three levels: Basic early bird SV, quartet delivered for $50; a restricted 4 hour window SV
for $65, and a 1 hour window for $80. Last minute SVs were $60, $75, and $90. When all was
said and done our average SV sale was $73.50.
We initially had enough quartet delivered SVs to keep four quartets busy
and then, in addition, the phone-delivered SVs. The original plan was to

continued on next page
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continued from previous page
deliver phone SVs to on-the-road quartets letting them fill the order wherever they could.
Instead, we had a fifth quartet, in uniform, do all the phone delivers who were also available when a different quartet just couldn’t get to where they needed to be in time. This
worked out well; they were needed for five deliveries. Way to go to the appropriately
named “Foxtrot Quartet!”
I know there are lots of fun stories that I hope get in the newsletter for next month. One
that my quartet had was an order that came in via email. The lady couldn’t order online
because her credit card was maxed out paying for her small business expenses. She saw
us on Fox 13 TV and wanted to buy a one-hour SV for her and her husband that night at a
restaurant and pay cash. This was Thursday and President Dave Roberts, singing Tenor in
our quartet, couldn’t do it as he had to run a Chapter board meeting that night. So I called
her and told her we couldn’t do it. Then we put our heads together. Pat Bauer and I were
in the quartet, Pat on Bari, me on Bass. We didn’t really need a Tenor, we just needed a
good singer. So we called up Marty Port who made himself available, put him on Bari, Pat
switched to Bass, I switched to Tenor and we did the gig. She gave us $100 in cash for it.
Oh, and we did a phone delivery SV beforehand, just to warm up!
I’ve solicited ideas for improvement from on-the-road quartet members. If you have any
you feel strong enough about to write down, do that and send them to me.
		
—Ed (now I can’t say I’ve never been SV chairman before) McKenzie
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SV
QUARTETS
Alpha

Casey Jones, Tenor
Dan Deignan, Lead
Arnie Helbig, Bari
Bryan Hevel, Bass

Bravo

Russ Powell, Tenor
Steve Cragg, Lead
Marty Port, Bari
Brian Hutchison, Bass

Charlie

Dan McFarlane, Tenor
Andy Schrader, Lead
Chris Barthauer, Bari
John Santamaria, Bass

Delta

Alpha Quartet:
Alpha quartet consisted of Bryan Hevel (Bass), Casey Jones (Tenor),
Arne Helbig (Bari), and Dan Deignan (me, Lead). We did 16 valentines all
across Pinellas County, from downtown St. Petersburg to the most remote part of Tarpon
Springs. Three of our valentines were delivered with about 30 seconds to spare in the
requested window, which made the day really exciting. Good thing Arne drives fast. We
seemed to be a big hit wherever we went, including singing for three (count them) men,
all of whom seemed to enjoy the music, one of whom even got tears in his eyes.
We had time before our last two (6:30 - 7:30) deliveries, so Bryan took us to the Angry
Pepper Tap House, where the three of us who are of legal drinking age consumed an alcoholic brew made from hops and barley. Here’s a word of advice: sing for the restaurant
patrons and you may end up having your dinner tab picked up by the management. At
least it worked for us. Way to go Bryan! #freedinner.
Thanks and congratulations to Casey, who has been a barbershopper for all of 13 weeks,
yet he sang tenor like a seasoned pro. He was in charge of coffee mug distribution, taking
photos, and emailing them to the valentine purchaser, which he handled with great skill
and professionalism. What a great addition to our tenor section.
That’s about it. It was a great day. Can’t wait till next year so we can do it again!
						—Dan Deignan

Dave Roberts, Tenor
Steve Matheson, Lead
Marty Vandenberghe, Bari
Chuck Steiner, Bass

Echo, Echo, Echo
Foxtrot

Pat Bauer, Tenor
Larry Clapp, Lead
Chris Overstreet, Bari
Joe McCarthy, Bass

Extras:

Ed McKenzie
Chris Overstreet
Pat Bauer
Ray Scalise
Dick Sipple
Joe McCarthy
Alexander Boltenko
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Bravo Quartet “Haley 4”
Steve Cragg, Lead • Brian Hutchison, Bass • Russell Powell, Tenor • Marty Port, Baritone
While we were proud of our assigned name, we
changed it to the “Haley 4” due to the fact that
we started our day at the VA Hospital named after James A.
Haley and our quartet had the customary four singers. Incredibly “Haley” morphed into “Halley” and “4” into
“comet” (probably because of the obvious relationship between music and comets). So we became “Halley’s
Comet.” Due to the stellar leadership of Steve Stenzler, who in case you didn’t know, is the Chief of the Department of Radiology at the VA, we were able to do about a dozen or so valentines around the hospital to staff,
patients and anyone else who couldn’t avoid us. Then we met up with “Flex Four” to form a VLQ. We sang the
“Armed Forces Medley” at the beginning of a program honoring the hospital volunteers for which we received
a standing O. After the VA, we spent the rest of the day in Hillsborough County bringing a lot of
smiles to some very surprised people. While Russ, Steve and Marty had done
Singing Valentines before, Brian had not. He did very well and enjoyed the
experience as did we all. We ended the day by surprising CC who was an
excellent Valentine recipient. We did not consume hops and barley-based
beverages; however Russell did have lemon with his water.
								—Marty Port

Charlie Quartet - “Count Me In”

“Count Me In” quartet with section leader Andy Schrader on Lead converted a total loss
into a sale. They arrived to deliver a Singing Valentine only to discover that the prospective recipient was sick that day and wasn’t even there. Employing quick thinking,
they called the husband to get a home phone number. Then her office mates called
her up and the quartet delivered the SV on the phone. They left the mug ‘n’ kisses and
card for her at her desk. —Ed McKenzie
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Delta Quartet
“Flexible Four”
Rebekah Kelly
A picture
is worth a
thousand words.
A report in pictures...

Michelle Gadke

Sara Larson
Kori Kuti

Esther Leopold
Marian Zarrilli
Aly McLaughlin

VA Hospital
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Quartet Foxtrot
Pat Bauer, Tenor • Larry Clapp, Lead • Chris Overstreet, Bari • Joe McCarthy, Bass

Picked up Chris Overstreet around 8 a.m. Met the guys (Pat Bauer and
Joe McCarthy) at Pat’s RV at Lazy Days. Warmed up and rehearsed a bit,
got some good tips from Pat (Tempo! Pitch!), and then started delivering
the phone valentines. Some people pick right up; for some, we had to leave a
message. Most we eventually reached, a few we never could connect with.
We had three in-person Valentines. One was to a school teacher, so we sang to her
in front of her sixth-grade class. Said class consisted mostly of girls, several of whom
seemed to get a bit teary-eyed. That was fun.
Mid-afternoon, Pat took us over to the Crown Club at Lazy Days,
where they have food and whatnot for people staying there. He
knew some people there, whom we sang to, and lots of others,
and we sang to some of them, too. One man tipped us $60 for
singing to his
wife (who
had cancer),
for making
that day
special. We
wrote it up
as a sale. :)
Our best
Valentine, at least that
I remember, was our last phone delivery at
about 6 p.m., where she was crying at the end. We certainly
made an impact! Those are the best.
And at the end of the day, we went and did another in-person
for a friend of Chris’s who has a weekly dinner party every Friday that Chris usually goes to. We did
our two songs, to much acclaim, and then did “Sweet and Lovely,” which we’d been practicing, to more acclaim. And
then, she sang to us! “Baby Face.” I’ve had that song in my head all morning, darn it. :)
Thanks to my quartet: Pat Bauer (Tenor!), Chris Overstreet (Bari), and Joe McCarthy (Bass). Thanks especially to Pat
for, gosh, for everything: he drove, he was “the voice of the quartet” on the phone, he did most of the talking at the
in-person deliveries, and he opened both his RV and his home to us as our base(s) of operations. All we had to do
was sing!
A good time was had by all!
—Larry Clapp, Lead
p.s. And nobody rear-ended me! :)
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Guest Night • January 27th

We had a wonderful guest night. There were
26 additional singers on the risers with us.
What a nice sound.
A big thanks to everyone, that brought or
invited a guest. Please be sure to follow
up with them. Find out if they enjoyed the
evening. Invite them back.
We are on our way to expanding the size and
sound, of the chorus. We need you to be diligent about
finding and inviting singers.
Thanks to our music team. The evening was full of fun,
interesting singing. I know the guests were having a
wonderful time.
Thanks to everyone that helped greet, pass out music
and made our guests feel welcome.
A big thanks to those angelic ladies who prepared and
put on a very tasty smorgasbord of refreshments for our
afterglow.
Also, thanks to all the guys that set up, cleaned up, and
put the church back together afterwards. We have a
lot of wonderful people that make being a part of the
Heralds a very satisfying experience.
It’s great to be a Herald!
				

—Bryan Hevel
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In Remembrance
Ed Snell

Condolences can be sent to:
Mrs. Donna Snell
2019 N. Lovington Drive
Apt. 103
Troy, Michigan 48083
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Ed passed away on January 25th, his 50th Wedding
Anniversary with Donna. Ed was a loyal member until
health problems forced him to retire. A couple years
ago, they moved to Michigan to be near their family.
He promised Donna 50 years and he just made it. He
had a stroke on the night of January 23rd and after
such a long illness, it was just too much for his body
to handle. He was placed in hospice care Friday night
around 5 p.m. and died at 8:10 a.m. Saturday morning.
The funeral was held January 29th.

The 12 More-or-less Arbitrary Levels of
Knowing a Song by Larry Clapp, Lead
Sometimes I ruminate on a phrase’s literal meaning or its etymological origin. I’ve wondered for a while
what “knowing it cold” meant, and in the absence of any definitive reference online, I made up my own.
This inspired me to make up some other levels of knowing a song, which are personal, arbitrary, and may not
apply to you, but I thought I’d nevertheless present them here for your amusement and enjoyment.
The 12 more-or-less arbitrary levels of knowing a song
1. You don’t know it at all
2. Sing it with the music, along with the partpredominant learning track
3. Sing it with the music, with a full-mix track (learning
track or chorus recording)
4. Sing it without the music, with a full-mix track
5. Sing it in a quartet
6. Sing your part solo
7. Sing your part, solo, the first time out, without
a warm-up. This is “knowing it cold”.
8. Know it cold with other music playing
9. Know it cold with someone else singing next
to you off key.
10. Know it cold in all four parts
11. Know it cold in all four parts, and be able to
teach others or correct their mistakes.
12. Know it cold, teach/correct others, and direct
a chorus at the same time.
Thanks for reading!

The Healthy Herald
Hydrate! Hydrate! Hydrate!
Your body is mostly water. Stay properly hydrated. It
is vital to promoting vocal health.
Avoid caffeine and alcohol, they are
diuretics and can rob you of your
hydration.
Keep a water bottle nearby
when practicing, and make sure
you are well hydrated
before and after a rehearsal
or performance.
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Hangin’ Around the
Barber Pole!
by Steve Cragg, Lead

Hey Gang!
It’s time for another fun-filled episode of “Hangin’ Around the Barber Pole,” and this month,
we are featuring none other than YOUR DIRECTOR, Tony De Rosa! What can I say, but this
edition is for the lovers! Take a look and get to know this “Cupid” a little bit better!		
											—Steve
Name: Tony De Rosa
Age: 41
Home State: Michigan
Barbershop Part Sung:
Tenor, Lead, Baritone

What other choruses or quartets
have you sung with in the
past?: Registered Quartets ... “The
Unaccounted 4,” “The Cypress
Chord Club,” “One Shot Deal,”
“Keepsake,” “PLATINUM,” “Max Q,”
“Main Street,” and the best one ....
“Back Street 4!!!!” Choruses ... “The
Chorus of the Genesee” (Rochester,
NY), the “Pride of Polk”, and the
“Heralds of Harmony.”

1.Tony, what would you
rather have for Valentine’s
Day- chocolate or flowers?
Chocolate ... isn’t it
obvious?!?!?!?!

4. Out of chocolate, candy or flowers,
which one would serve best during a good
old-fashioned Valentine’s Day zombie
apocalypse?
Why would you even ask this question?

2. Out of the myriads of love
songs that you know, which
one is your favorite and why(Polecats excluded) ?
“How Do You Keep the Music Playing” by the
Vocal Majority is the love song that probably
has the most significance in my life. Let’s just
say that it helped ‘soften’ the heart of someone
to let me back in.

5. And finally, what is your favorite De Rosa
family Valentine’s Day tradition?
Again, I’m pretty boring. With all of the great
traditions we have started as a family, VDay
isn’t a big one for us. Christmas, Thanksgiving,
and Halloween, YES ... But not much here. We’ll
exchange cards and candies, maybe even a
little something special along the way for the
kids. Unfortunately, the day doesn’t necessarily
warrant a guaranteed date for Jodi and me.
Just depends on the day ... Ain’t that sad?!?!?!

3. Have you ever played “Cupid” to spark the
love interests between any single friends
that seemed like they would be “perfect
together?” What was the outcome?
I am not much of a match-maker. Just not an
interest….

Thanks, Tony, for your candid answers! See y’all
next edition! —Steve
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SQUARE

History
Heralds of Harmony

February 2014

It is special when we find having online access to our history that it contains information helpful for current
purposes. The active BOTY slide that is contained on our website has the year, name and recipient photo
for each award winner. Newly found information required an update of recipients for 1975 thru 1980 BOTY
awards. However, where does one find these pictures? An example is the 1978 award winner. Digging around,
I found this photograph in the files and allowed me to recognize Ray Scalise, the 1978 BOTY.
Here is younger
Ray and a photo
that fits closer to
the timeframe. This
one was easy.

The other BOTY
recipient photos
I am looking for
are: 1975 – Tom
Cochran, 1976 –
Steve Phillips, 1977
– Wayne Brozovich
(I have one but it is not close to the year), 1979 – Ken Housman, and 1980 – Bob Phillips. I suspect all three are
in this chorus picture. Maybe some of you know. This is the “Harmony Factor” Quartet and Bob Phillips is in the
picture, but which one is he?
Can YOU help to identify others for the archives? I’m glad we have our
Chapter history.
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by
Ed McKenzie,
Bass

Behind the Scenes
with The Heralds
		

Previously, we talked about the music
selection process in some detail. I talked
about how music gets on our website and
a little about Tony’s explanation of how he selects a
song for us to perform. This article will be more indepth about the actual handling of the song.
The position of ‘Music Administration’ falls under
the Music and Performance VP. Also under ‘Music
Administration’ is the guest book maintenance
program.
This job entails separate functions I will describe
briefly:
1. Purchase existing arrangements from whatever
source. Now, we find no shortage of good
arrangements in the BHS music library and often
use that as our source. However, we may like an
arrangement that hasn’t shown up on the Society
website just yet and will get it direct from the
arranger; i.e., “The Lord Bless You and Keep You” by
Jim Clancy.
2. Purchase part-predominant and other learning
tracks. A portion of our singer toolbox consists of
part-predominant learning tracks for our repertoire
songs. We are enjoying many of our songs being
recorded by our own Director. We can be confident
that the vocal production guidance he gives us
weekly is exemplified in each part’s learning track.
3. Purchase licenses for performance of the music.

February 2014

When purchasing music from the BHS, we
separately purchase the arrangement and
then pay a per-copy fee for how many copies
we want. We also purchase mechanical
licenses for the learning tracks that are
posted on the website. Typically, we pay
for a part-predominant track and a fullmix track for each Herald. These licenses
give us permission to allow a specific
number of downloads of the chart and the
learning tracks. This is why we often caution you
about distributing copies of Heralds’ music to nonmembers.
4. Posting song files on the Chapter website. So far,
we have talked generalities. Now we will get into
detail how the songs actually get on the website.
On the website, all the song files are loaded with the
original pdf, the Finale version with the Heralds’ logo,
any choreo charts, learning tracks, and a purchase
and license record. These are all posted; however,
only the files that singers will need are made
visible. The song folder is kept clean by hiding the
extraneous files from normal view.
Getting really down in the weeds, we have a naming
convention for how files are named and loaded into
the website. All charts we use in rehearsal are listed
by name; for example, “On a Slow Boat to China” is
listed as “Slow Boat to China.” Each chart name is
followed by a six-digit number indicating the date of
the chart so that singers will know if the one they are
using is up-to-date. Part-predominant files are listed
in part order: Tenor, Lead, Bari, Bass, and ‘ALL’ if there
a full-mix track. The chart is listed first, followed by
part-predominant tracks, and finally, any choreo
chart, which also has its date listed in the file name.
5. Maintain the music section of the Chapter
website. Backing away from the individual song
folders, there is maintenance of the overall music
section. This involves assigning categories the songs
are in so they are easy to find, moving songs in and
out of repertoire, and assigning ‘learn by’ dates. We
have an archive section with both repertoire and

The Tampa HERALD
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Christmas songs which is up-to-date back to 2006
when I joined the Chapter, as I have loaded my files
that include all songs the Heralds have sung.
6. Maintain inventory of guest books. As music
moves in and out of Chapter repertoire, guest books
must be maintained for our guests to have charts
they need. Also, guest books must be individually
checked about every four weeks to replace music that
has become worn, torn or has just disappeared.
7. Heralds of Harmony – Weekly Update. Each week,
you receive this email which tells you four specific
things:

February 2014

b. It also lists upcoming Chapter events to be sure
you know about them.
c. There is a program listed for our next rehearsal.
This information is automatically generated from
the website where ‘Music Administration’ inputs
program details.
d. And finally, there is a list of songs you need to
learn with indicators showing your participation
and commitment to your hobby. The shorter
your list of songs to learn, the more you are
committed to being a driving force in Chapter
improvement.

a. What you have indicated about your
participation in Chapter activities reflecting your
attendance plan for the next month or so.

Sunshine District, Barbershop Harmony Society,
2014 Spring Convention

Join us for a weekend of song and fellowship at the Orlando Airport Marriott, May 2-4.
Friday, May 2- International Quartet Preliminary Semifinals
and District Seniors Quartet Contest
Saturday, May 3 - District Chorus Contest, VLQ Contest,
and International Quartet Preliminary Finals
All Events Early Bird pricing ends April 6th.
Regular price $65 ends April 27th. Late and on-site price $75.
Student tickets are valid for ages 25 and under ONLY.
Online sales end May 1st at 11:30 PM

Single event tickets are not valid for competitors. Each competitor must purchase an All Events Registration. Early Bird registrations will be printed and ready upon arrival. Some regular price and all late
registrations may need to be printed on site. Please be prepared to have your ticket code scanned in
exchange for a badge. Badges are required for entrance to the auditorium and to enter the contest loop.
For updates and more information, please visit SunshineDistrict.org
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by Dave Roberts

A management report that is available from the
website software is a view of current song status.
I am sharing this information just so that you
can see what is available and what the Music
Team can see as often as they wish. You can see
the various codes that are used; such as “N” or
red for not started, “S” or gold for submitted, “U”
or yellow for re-submit, “R” or deeper green for
a re-submitted file, and “Q” or grey for qualified.
This report shows the chorus status per song and
shows member status for the repertoire. So, for
the Music Team, the goal is to eliminate the red.
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“New” Qualification Process
by Chuck Steiner

As we move into the first quarter of 2014, we will be
adding a plethora of new music to our repertoire;
4-5 new tunes for our Annual Show, possibly a
few more repertoire tunes over the summer, and
4-6 new Christmas tunes. It is imperative that we
learn the music and be ready for rehearsal time.
We are not reinventing the wheel … we are just
making sure that the wheel is constantly moving.
The interpretation of the song is what we work on
during our rehearsal time, not notes and words.
This is a “culture change.”
In the past, we have allowed ourselves to become
very lax in learning our music. We have waited
until rehearsals on Monday to come in and
literally pay a Director to spoon feed us notes and
words. Quite frankly, that is a waste of time and
money for all involved. I know I don’t like to use
rehearsal time learning notes and words. I can
assure you the Creative Team doesn’t like it, and
they shouldn’t. And you shouldn’t either!
When a new chart/song is released, the Music
Team will let you know when we should all be
off paper and have some form of qualification
submitted. Submitting the song in the allotted
time shows that you respect the process, your
fellow chorus members, our Creative Team, and
that you’ve spent time with the music at home.
The “off paper” date does not mean that you
cannot have a chart on the risers … of course
you can! You just shouldn’t be glued to it as if
it’s the first time you’ve seen it! Also, the time
allotted will vary by song. “Twilight Time” was
given four full weeks … a more difficult piece
could take a bit longer and an easier piece may
be given less time. We will do very minimal work
as a full chorus on the new song until that date.
As you’ve probably noticed, some sectional time
was devoted to “Twilight Time” before February
3rd. We’ve gone over very small parts of it on the

risers as a full chorus, one of those nights being
a guest night. But until February 3rd, we did not
perform that song as a whole. February 3rd was
the date given to be off paper. If you had not
turned anything in or attempted to qualify, you
were gently asked to step off the risers and to the
side. This is a “culture change.”
I have asked the Music Team, Section Leaders,
and section listeners to evaluate notes, words,
and phrasing. I’ve asked some to tone down their
critique. We are not trying to be professional
music coaches. Now, if you turn in a recording
that is riddled with errors, sung totally flat,
multiple missed words, gasping for air in odd
places … anything that will be a distraction/
detriment to the chorus and to your section’s
sound … the Music Team is going to ask for a resubmit, as we should.
What the Music Team is looking for is “overall
control” of the song. Start using that term:
“overall control.” Are we asking for a 100%, no
error submission? In theory, yes, of course we
are! … but, let’s be real here. Let’s face it, you
are recording at home with the full learning mix.
If you can match that sound, and pronounce
the words as the track does, we’ll be sitting
pretty! There are only a handful of choruses in
this Society that get the type of quality learning
tracks as does the Heralds of Harmony. There is a
certain sound that we’ve bought into as a chorus
and it is on every learning track we have. Use that
tool.
So, when a new song is released, do your part, sit
down with the chart and get a recording turned
in or ask your section leader or a listener in your
section if you can sing it for them one-on-one.
Once we are qualified as a full chorus, the real fun
begins!
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Love is in the Air
Quartet News
“Flexible Four”

by Dave Roberts

I know there are a lot of good quartet stories around,
especially this time of year as our Valentine season
is upon us, and these stories produce memories that
are usually shared only by members of that quartet.
But sometimes quartet gigs produce memories that
should be written down, and the “Flexible Four”
Quartet was involved in one of those on February
1st.
The request came from a young man, Derrick Taylor,
who wanted to use the quartet as a prop for his
proposal of marriage to his chosen, and her name
was Amanda Lee. The song he selected was “Lida
Rose” from Music Man because it was special to the
couple and a favorite song to them both. So his idea
was for the quartet to sing through the verse and
then, in a repeat by the quartet, he would sing the
patter with his version of words appropriate for a
proposal of marriage.
So the quartet rehearsed “Lida Rose” a number of
times, then met with the young man for a rehearsal
of the entire song. After a number of run-throughs,
he and the quartet were satisfied and ready to
go. As a part of the ruse, he was going to hire a
photographer to take pictures of the whole event.
The date was set for the coming Saturday.
The quartet arrived about 45 minutes early just to
insure that, first, they got there in time, and second,
to rehearse some of the changes in the song. The
verse was sung as written; i.e., “Lida Rose, I’m home
again Rose,” etc. But the second time through, ‘Lida
Rose’ was changed to ‘Amanda Lee,’ the young lady’s
name; “I’m home again Amanda Lee” and so forth.
So the plot began. The photographer staged the
quartet and started taking pictures. This was timed
as the couple happened to be walking by. The

February 2014

photographer
asked them if they
would play a ‘part’
as a couple being
serenaded by
the quartet. They
agreed, placing
their personal
items on the
ground and was
positioned in front of the quartet.
The quartet began to sing the normal “Lida Rose”
and everything was normal with the couple. At the
beginning of the repeat when ‘Amanda Lee’ replaced
‘Lida Rose,’ the young lady appeared surprised; but
when the young fellow began to sing the patter
with his chosen words, her expression was one of
shock. She even placed her hand over his mouth to
hush him as she hadn’t become fully aware of what
was happening. Now here is where things really got
complicated. The young man became emotional
and began to cry as he sang the special words that
he had written. Then that stirred things up for the
quartet as they got caught up in the emotion with
the Lead looking up in the sky, the Tenor looking
at leaves in the top of 150 year old trees, the Bass
making strange choking sounds in his effort, and the
Baritone just zoned out as they stayed in the song
and finished.
The song ended with Derrick, the young man,
dropping to his knee, producing the ring, and asking
Amanda to be his wife. She said ‘yes’ and the quartet
broke out in another love song as the couple did
some serious huggin’ and smoochin.’
At the end of that love song, the now fiancée turned
to the quartet and said, “What if I had said no?” The
answer was simple. “We would have sung a different
song!”
The “Flexible Four” members that day were Steve Matheson, Marty Port,
Chuck Steiner and Dave Roberts.
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Angelic Notes

Christa Burt update:
Dana Long was kind enough to let us know
that Christa Burt recent fell at her home
and had to undergo hip surgery last week.
She is home now recuperating. Ed and
Christa’s son from Atlanta is on hand to
help. Certainly, Christa would appreciate
your cards, calls or visits: 1708 Wolf Laurel
Drive; Sun City, Florida 33573-6401.

The Angels
Get Mugged!

CC, Roxanne, and Dianne
pass out a Valentine
treat to the men at
rehearsal Feb 10th.
Thanks Shannon and
Dianne for making the
goodies!

Left to right: Shannon, CC, Dianne, and Roxanne (taking the
picture) prepare Singing Valentine mugs at rehearsal Feb 3rd.
The new coffee urn being used at HoH
activities has been purchased as a gift
to the Heralds from the HoH Angels.

BE AN ANGEL!
Want to get involved with the Angels’
activities? Contact Dianne Roberts at
dmelford662@aol.com
to see what’s coming up next.
All family and friends of the Heralds are
invited and encouraged to join us!

Lost & Found

Leave something behind at the last rehearsal?
Check with the Angels at the next rehearsal. We collect all left
behind items in hopes you’ll retrieve them sooner or later!

Guest night was great!
Thank you Judy Williams, Liz
Sipple, Kaye McCarthy, Shannon
Czwalga, CC Lansdowne, Roxanne Clapp, and Dianne Roberts for all your help,
your tasty donations, and taking the time to
support the Heralds. These ladies prepared,
set-up, and taste tested the spread for
the January 27th Guest Night.
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Attendance Report

February 2014

Get Your HoH Gear Here!

The following individuals had
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
for rehearsals in the month of January
Charlie Barbarisi

Art McNeil

Chris Barthauer

Richard Murbach

Nick Collins

Marty Port

Matt Crisostomo

Russ Powell

Joseph De Rosa

David Roberts BM

Tony De Rosa

Rod Rodrigues

Dan Deignan

Dick Sipple BM

Bill Glasgow

Lee Sobania

Bryan Hevel

Keith Starks

Lynn Hineman

Chuck Steiner BM

Casey Jones

Steve Stenzler BM

Al Kelly BM

Paul Stiles

Dave Larson

Jerry Tobin

Steve Matheson BM

Mark Tuttle BM

Joe McCarthy BM

Marty Vandenberghe

Kent McClean

Bill Weatherford

HoH Logo Gear

And Get Barbershop
Merchandise at
www.harmonymarketplace.com

PUN OF THE MONTH:
I did a theatrical performance
about puns.
It was a play on words.

Ed McKenzie BM

BM = also attended Board Meeting

More Banquet Notes of Appreciation....
Dorothy and I want to THANK you and
the Heralds for the very enjoyable time we
had at your installation banquet. We wish
you the very best for the coming year and
look forward to hearing you this summer
and the always great Chirstmas show!
Our best,
Don & Dot Lundeen

Dave, Let me thank you again for inviting
Betty and I to the installation banquet. It
was great fun to see everyone and surprised that some were still alive, but they
probably thought the same about me.
We had a great time and are very glad we
came. See you in the spring.
Don Messler
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Rehearsal Note Summary
Active HoH Members, watch your inbox
for weekly rehearsal notes sent out by The
Colonel, Russ Powell.

Rehearsal Notes • January 20, 2014
aHeralds start the New Year with a bang. A renewed
commitment, renewed focus, renewed energy and excitement as
we ramp up our resonators!!!
aQualification. We’ve got to put a positive spin on this process. All
listeners are encouraged to show encouragement to all singers. Focus
on a job well done. The recording does not need to be perfect and will
not be used for auditioning purposes to sing in Carnegie Hall. This is
simply an opportunity for the singer to show that he has command of
the song. All singers should feel empowered as they begin to launch
a new song into independent flight. Taking command of a song
should feel empowering. So practice today. Practice everyday and
you will be surprised that you have learned a new song long before
the qualification deadline.
aBreath marks...Twilight Time.
Pay attention to the breath marks. Do you see a breath mark in Bar
2? No, because there is none. First breath mark is at the end of Bar
4. Note: OK for top three parts to take breath at beginning of Bar 6.
Tony will tell us if there are any additional breath
points, otherwise follow the breath marks as
indicated.
aPERFORMANCE ELEMENTS....... REHEARSAL
TIME.

Remember the interpretive feel for the song that was worked.
‘Strike’: Adjusted dynamic at the top of SUTB as well as keeping the
pitch high and locked in on the word ‘horns’. Also, a softer soft with a
build for ‘then a hush ...’
aDon’t forget Guest Night next week. Come early and bring a guest.
Be prepared to sing “Twilight Time” in sectionals. Also be prepared
to sing “The Lord Bless You and Keep You,” ‘Show Me,’ “Tonight,” and
“Smile. “

Rehearsal Notes, January 27, 2014
aVery successful guest night. There were almost as many guests
as members. Great Tenor sound. First time Tony has ever asked
the Tenors to dial it back a bit. Wow!! The guests seemed to enjoy
themselves as they were singing, learning new music and mixing with
the membership. One guest raved that he felt more welcome at this
event than at any other he has ever attended. Singing and belonging
can become a major experience in people’s lives. Keep sharing the
experience. Keep inviting the guests back and encouraging them at
every opportunity.
aBarbershopper of the Month for December 2013. Congratulations
to Chris Barthauer, Assistant Director, and Baritone Section Leader
Extraordinaire.
aBreathe for the wall. We’ve been taking shallow breaths, but we
need to take large relaxed, quick breaths. Tony
reminds us to get plenty of air by suggesting we
“breathe for the wall.”

breathe
for the
wall

The focus of our valuable and limited rehearsal
time together each week will be on the four
performance elements: Unit Sound, Visual Plan,
Dynamic Plan, and Interpretation. The nonperformance elements: words, notes, rhythms,
singing well and making good individual
decisions are the singers’ job assignment. Know your job! This is
not a once-a-week hobby. Being a Herald is a seven-day-a-week
hobby. Spend a little time each day to work on the non-performance
elements and we will become a much stronger singing organization.
aExamples of Performance Elements.
“Tonight”: “Tonight” is a tempo song and we need to focus on the
downbeat in order to keep the tempo consistent. Working rhythms
into the set tempo instead of adjusting the tempo for the rhythms.
‘Show Me’: Review the rehearsal video for move reminders on
SMWTGTA.
“Smile”: Don’t forget 4-Bar intro in “Smile.” Don’t forget to smile in
“Smile.” Theme of “Smile” is JOY ... Let it be known on the outside.

aMusical changes in “Twilight Time.” Baritones
and Leads switch parts on last note in Twilight
Time for better voice leading. Also, all parts join
the Lead on their pickup note at the end of ms
34 after the retard. Just repeat the previous note
(F7 chord). Ed has already produced a new chart
on the website incorporating these changes.

aQualification: Friendly reminder to be off
paper and submit your first qualification recording of “Twilight Time”
to Groupanizer prior to next Monday’s rehearsal. Thanks!!!
aSongs for next week. Work on the ballad, I’ll Be Seeing You, and
the up tune, “Strike Up The Band.” Also “Twilight Time,” “Tonight,” and
the Valentine set.

Rehearsal Notes, Feb. 3. 2014
aGreat rehearsal under the circumstances. Our assistant directors
stepped up and provided excellent leadership in Tony’s absence.
Tony wrote the rehearsal script and Chris and Byron carried out the
plan with run-throughs of “Twilight Time,” “Tonight,” “I’ll Be Seeing

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Rehearsal Note Summary
You,” Strike Up The Band, and the Valentine Set. Practiced saying “I’ll”
in “I’ll Be Seeing You.” Practiced the opening swell or crescendo in
“Strike Up The Band.” Practiced singing key centers, tuning up chords,
and tempo in “Twilight Time.” Practiced marching without lifting our
toes in Strike Up The Band. Practiced trying not to have ugly faces
(extremely difficult).

Makes appeal to help sponsor youth activities and encourage the
influx of youth into the Society.

aForgotten Faces. Ralph actually commended us for remembering
the choreo in “Strike Up The Band.” However, we were concentrating
so much on getting the moves right, that we forgot to smile. Got
to smile and get our face back in the action. This problem can be
remedied by running the contest set in front of a mirror. You will be
surprised how much you can improve your visual “look” and boost
your confidence by simply performing the songs in front of a mirror
to get an idea what the audience sees. Don’t forget to put more
power in your moves by bending your knees slightly and using your
body to support your arm moves.

a Good first run through of “Twilight Time” with Tony. All those
sectionals and qualification recordings are beginning to pay off. Note
how the melody moves around in the bridge from the Leads to the
Tenors, to the Basses then back to the Leads before we elevate to
the key change. This is important as we learn to interpret the song.
Already, Tony has us thinking about the meaning of the song and
how it is a word picture song, but how it is still a “you and me song”.

aRiser Rant. New Policy for New Music. Members are requested
by the Music Team to remain on the risers during new music runthroughs (sans paper) if you have submitted your Qualification
recordings by the deadline. All others are asked to stand to the side
until your Qualification recordings have been submitted. This new
policy has been adopted to encourage us to learn our new music
faster and to make us a stronger performing chorus.

a Past President, Larry Clapp explains Groupanizer. Reviewed
Dashboard, Calendar, and layout of website. Expectations for each
member: Know how to log-on, know how to upload recordings, fill in
your profile, maintain future attendance plan.

a “Tonight.” Chief take-aways. Basses sing the downbeat which sets
the tempo. Basses need internal beat or metronome: don’t rush long
notes during Bass melody.
Don’t sneak into sound: get right to the target on all words and word
sounds. Sing with more space and height. Breathe ‘Tall’ and ‘Lift.’ Don’t
breathe ‘Tall’ and clamp down. Breathe ‘Tall’ and ‘Lift’ with your soft
palate and eyebrows. More opportunity for open-spaced singing,
breathing for the wall and overdoing inside space so that we can
overly enunciate lyrics as needed.

aValentines. Chairman, Ed McKenzie, reports that we have already
sold $900 in Singing Valentine deliveries. The Angels have been
busy with mugs and kisses and Quartets are standing at the ready
for a marathon day of deliveries; so keep the pedal to the metal and
continue making those sales calls.

a February 14. Happy Valentines Day. Sell or buy a Singing
Valentine. Have fun and good luck to all the quartets who will be out
there traveling up and down the highways making Singing Valentine
deliveries.

aCelebration of New Members. Congratulations to new Bari’s
Bill Glasgow, Paul Stiles, and basso profundo, Brian Hutchison for
receiving their new member certificates. Please welcome two new
Baritones and one new Bass.

Contest Set, “Show Me,” “Twilight Time,” and
“Lord Bless You and Keep You.”
Please send in your recordings for “Lord Bless You and Keep You.”
Review choreo in preparation for contest set run-throughs.

aNext Rehearsal. Monday, February 10, 2014. Continue work on the
contest set. More visual focus. Review “Twilight Time,” “Tonight.” Keep
working on the “do, do’s” in “Tonight.”

Rehearsal Notes, February 10, 2014
a Congratulations to Rob Hargen, new Bass, for passing his
audition. New member certificates received by Paul Stiles and
Casey Jones. Good work on choreo review and the three movement
refinement on “Come on, you leader, just call out the time and meter.”
Quick work on the contest set with improved individual performance
on SUTB and better clarity on “I’ll Be Seeing You.”
a Celebrity visit from Society Headquarters. Special guest, K. J.
McAleesejergins (KJ) presents Harmony Foundation International.

aNext week.

Auditions Passed!

Congratulations!
Rob Hargen
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Barbershopper
of the Month
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Installation Banquet Coordinator

Representing the
Tampa Chapter...
.... the Snow Birds!!!
Submitted by Shaun Reynolds
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From the President
Dave Roberts

This year, I thought that I
would write an article for
the monthly newsletter,
but do so only when I felt
I had something to say.
Well, being time for my
second article, it is not what
I expected as I thought I
would have very little to say.
This is not the case, as ideas
and thoughts are exploding in my mind. I realize that
now is the time to throttle-down and just say the big
ones. So here goes.
The biggest thought that I have today is wrapped
up in the word “commitment.” Please be patient
with me and hear me out. I realize my job is mostly
administrative, helping to smooth out the process
and making sure chapter resources are used to the
maximum. My number one driver is to ensure that
Tony has the resources to make us our best.
Tony has assigned each of us a ‘square’ of
commitment. As each of our squares form the
fabric of our Chapter and chorus, that fabric will
be only as strong as individual commitment. That
square contains many responsibilities – a musical
commitment to have your square perform as Tony
defines it to perform, a membership commitment
from your square to add singers to the whole of the
organization, and finally, a commitment from your
square to help obtain the money requirements of the
organization. If we hold ourselves accountable to
our commitments of our individual square, then Tony
will take us to musical heights never achieved by the
Heralds. Our membership will grow exponentially as
fifty members actively pursue new singers, and our
financial growth will match our new needs in selling
more and more show tickets, Valentines, finding
performance opportunities and soliciting grants.
So, back to the word “commitment” as it relates to your
Heralds’ square. In my opinion, one cannot overdo
this and it just becomes a choice of how strong and
vibrant each of the squares becomes.
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British Barbershop Bash
A BRITISH
BARBERSHOP BASH!
CASTLES, CROWNS, & CHORUSES

OCTOBER 18-26, 2014

BRISTOL, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON, BATH, CAMBRIDGE, & LONDON, ENGLAND
featuring THE BIG ORANGE CHORUS, THE HERALDS OF HARMONY, & THE
TOAST OF TAMPA SHOW CHORUS

hosted by
TONY DEROSA

with special guest
composer and pianist,
JOSEPH MARTIN

HIGHLIGHTS:

• Perform in famous locations in Bristol and London with choruses of
the British Association of Barbershop Singers (BABS) including the
ROYAL COLLEGE OF MUSIC!
• Enjoy fun and fellowship on evening river cruises in both Bristol
along the AVON RIVER and London along the RIVER THAMES with
members of the British Association of Barbershop Singers (BABS)
• Behold STONEHENGE, the mystical Neolithic Monument of 50-ton
pillars that dates back over 3,000 years
• Explore the cities of BRISTOL, STRATFORD-UPON-AVON, BATH, and CAMBRIDGE
• Tour the beautiful city of BATH including a visit to the ROMAN BATHS
• Panoramic sightseeing tour of LONDON that passes BUCKINGHAM PALACE, BIG BEN,
the LONDON EYE, WESTMINSTER, DOWNING STREET, PICCADILLY CIRCUS, ST. PAUL’S
CATHEDRAL, TOWER BRIDGE, TRAFALGAR SQUARE, and more!
• Take a walk through the TOWER OF LONDON and see the CROWN JEWELS
45 IVAN ALLEN JUNIOR BOULEVARD t SUITE 2307 t ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30308
TELEPHONE: (888) 935-5551 t FAX: (770) 635-8585
WWW.HARMONYINTERNATIONAL.COM t INFO@HARMONYINTERNATIONAL.COM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=siQVMHNhYMs&feature=youtube_gdata_player

Contact Mark Tuttle if you have additional questions! mtuttle382@me.com

money for their non-profit organization (NPO). Scrip is just another way to pay for everyday purchases
using gift cards in place of cash, checks, and credit cards.
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You purchase gift cards from your organization at face value, and your coordinator orders those cards
from Great Lakes Scrip Center at a reduced price. The difference is an instant rebate for your organization.
It’s really that simple!
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stores, gas stations,
the department
same time!
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cards
purchases, you can easily raise $500 or more per year. Stop
It’sAdvance
time
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and
start
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is a noSILVER
from Scrip.
money for their non-profit
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$100 to $249

using gift cards in place of cash, checks, and credit cards.
Dan Deignan
Dave Dennis
PRESIDENTIAL
Jay and Carol Gettig
You purchase gift cards from your organization at face va
$1,000 and up
Robert Inman
from Great Lakes Scrip Center at a reduced price. The differe
Charlie & Cindy Barbarisi
Joe Kane
It’s really that simple!
Larry and Roxanne Clapp
Lee Lawrence
Tony and Jodi De Rosa
Randy Lawson
Marty and Barbara Port
Don and Dana Long
When you use scrip gift cards at your favorite retailers, you’re
Dave and Dianne Roberts
Marian Palmer
Center offers over 300 of the country’s biggest brands, inclu
John & Kimberly Santamaria Bob and Shauvon Powell
restaurants, hotels, home improvement, and more. Just b
Steve and Irene Stenzler
Russ and Beverly Powell
_____________________
purchases, you can easily raise $500 or more per year. It’s ti
Marlene Reese
PLATINUM
Ray and Pam Scalise
$500 to $999
Dick and Liz Sipple
Louise Sperry
Anonymous
Jerry and Linda Tobin
Ralph and Chris
Brown
Customize this field with coordinator contact info, enrollment code, and/or sign up information.
Mark and Karen Tuttle
Steve and Sheri Matheson
_____________________
Doug and Gayle McDonald
_____________________
BRONZE
up
to $99
GOLD
$250 to $499
Myra Dickens
Al and Julie Kelly
Sandra Roth
John & Lauren Pennington
Lou and Carol Wurmnest
_____________________ Bill Weatherford
The merchants represented are not sponsors of scrip fundraising or otherwise affiliated with Great Lakes Scrip Center. The logos and other identifying marks
used are trademarks of and owned by each represented company and/or its affiliates. Please visit each company’s website for additional terms and conditions.

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, and
Walmart; as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.

© 2013 Great Lakes Scrip Center LLC

fieldHeralds
with coordinator
contact info, enro
HelpCustomize
Supportthis
The
of Harmony
by using shopwithscrip.com

IT’S EASY AND FUN!
And saves you $$ on your Barbershop Expenses!
Buy gift cards for locations
where you already shop.
The merchants represented are not sponsors of scrip fundraising or otherwise affiliated with Great Lakes Scrip Center. The
Visit
shopwithscrip.com,
Choose
used
are trademarks
of and owned by each representedclick
company on
and/or“Shop.
its affiliates. ”Please
visit each company’s website
from thousands of locations, submit your order to
Larry Clapp, Immediate Past President & Scrip
coordinator. Your gift cards can be delivered to
you at rehearsal or mailed to you. Email:Larry@
theclapp.org | ph: 724-252-7704
or catch him at rehearsals!
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(listed alphabetically)

February 2014

Upcoming Birthdays
Shaun Reynolds...................................2/16
Alexander Boltenko............................2/18
Dick Sipple.............................................2/20
Gregg Hunsberger..............................2/21
Dick Murbach........................................2/23
Ed McKenzie..........................................2/27
Joseph McCarthy.................................2/27
Nick Schwob..........................................2/28
Rod Rodrigues........................................ 3/3
Joe Connelly..........................................3/11
Bob Thames...........................................3/15

Back Street 4

Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Main Street

Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/
Starting up a new quartet?
Be sure to submit your contact info to be
listed in the newsletter.

Newsletter
Team
Roxanne Clapp
Larry Clapp
Dianne Roberts
Dave Roberts
Ed McKenzie
Steve Cragg
Danny McFarlane
Your Name Could Be Here Too!
Contact Roxanne to join the team!
rox@rox-c.com

Thank
You

everyone that
contributed to this
edition of The Herald.
Please
keep it coming!

Deadline
for the next
Herald is March 10th.

Submit photos, stories, updates and ideas to
Newsletter@HeraldsofHarmony.Groupanizer.com

The Tampa HERALD

Tampa Chapter 2014 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
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February 2014

It’s GREAT to
be a Herald!

TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Steve Stenzler
stenzman@yahoo.com
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
John Pennington
jppennington@comcast.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘14)
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Chris Barthauer • cbarthauer@gmail.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader
Lead Co-Section Leaders
Baritone Section Leader
Bass Section Leader

Russ Powell
Steve Cragg
Andy Schrader
Chris Barthauer
Pat Bauer

russ5000@hotmail.com
donutcop@gmail.com
andrew@schradermusic.com
cbarthauer@gmail.com
wmpbauer@verizon.net

Need HoH information or assistance re:
“FINALE” Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
Choreo:
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Music Librarian:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Chorus Membership:
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
Uniform Coordinator:
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
E-Newsletter Content:
Roxanne Clapp rox@rox-c.com
Website Content/Groupanizer Admin: Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
Groupanizer Administrator for Qualifications and Record-Keeping
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com

727-505-2095
727-953-6484
813-785-4697
727-505-2095
727-410-7598
727-734-8731
813-994-4380
813-546-8953

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org
Sunshine District (& Sunburst)• www.sunshinedistrict.org
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet •http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software •www.finalemusic.com/reader/

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

